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have mixed views on Manchester. 
Brazen, brutish, and bleak - I have 
visited it many times over the years 
on a theme of ‘where there’s mook 
there’s brass’, but never in search for 

its beauty. In one famous divorce case, the great Mr Justice 
Melford Stevens said contemptuously of the luckless husband 
across the court, “He chose to live in Manchester, a wholly 
incomprehensible choice for a free man to make.” - and there 
he rested his case for the man’s ill treatment of his doe-eyed 
client. They sing sadly of the leaving of Liverpool, but no one 
has penned a parting word for Manchester - all seem only too 
glad to get away. And there can be no better way of doing this 
than joining fellow Friends of the historic steam-narrow boat 
President on Manchester’s only redeeming feature - the mighty 

A Friend of President
In steam narrow boat President’s centenary year, 
Tim Coghlan continues his personal memories - 
now returning to August, 1998, when he joined 
fellow Friends of President for a voyage down 
Britain’s last-ditch attempt at canal building

and magnificent Manchester Ship Canal. Like a giant umbilical 
cord it links that place to the Mersey, the wider world, and 
beyond that, to civilisation itself. (Editor: I like Manchester!)

Grand canal
This truly grand canal has an impeccable historic pedigree, 
being mainly built in 1894. Despite the great advances in 
technology since the great canal boom of the 1790s, and 
although imported German and French mechanical diggers 
were used, much of the canal was still handmade - by an army 
of 15,000 workers, men and boys. And a finished product 
that boasted some of the greatest examples of late Victorian 
engineering, most of which are still working today.

Despite these attractions, few of today’s narrow boaters have 

LETTING OFF STEAM ON THE MANCHESTER SHIP CANAL
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LEFT: Into open water and 
approaching Mode Wheel 
Locks.  President and Kildare are 
dwarfed by shipping in the heart of 
Manchester. A Friend of President  
and keen amateur photographer 
Bob Jervis followed the boats by 
road all the way down to Ellesmere 
Port, having carefully scouted the 
best viewing points in advance, thus 
taking a remarkable series of aerial 
photographs. (Bob Jervis)

BELOW: Modern Salford Quays, 
home to the 1998 IWA National. 
Captain Ron seen  in traditional 
FMC captain white corduroy 
trousers on Kildare, selling a fund-
raising  President plaque to a visitor 
- with gatherings of gongoozelers. 
(Tim Coghlan)
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actually cruised the Manchester Ship Canal. The reason is 
quite simple - it still is a ship canal. Big ships use it, and they 
can be as big as 15,000 tons, or a thousand times bigger 
than your average narrow boat, which would hardly weigh 
in as a ship’s lifeboat. And encouragingly - although it is 
still not enough - the traffic is holding, with now some 
2,500 ship movements per year, mainly serving the petro-
chemical industry lower down the canal.

Because of the shipping, there are a whole raft of 
requirements for the intrepid narrow boater to meet 
before being allowed to venture forth. Permission must be 
obtained well in advance and the timing of the route - to 
coincide with shipping movements - agreed with Harbour 
Master at Queen Elizabeth II Dock at Eastham on the Wirral. 
The boat must carry an annual Certificate of Seaworthiness, 
which includes navigation lights. The boat must have VHF 
radio equipment, and if it doesn’t, then the captain must 
have a mobile phone. The narrow boater is required to ‘act 
in a responsible manner’ - is there something they know 
about us narrow boaters? - and be aware that the 36 miles 
of canal are a daytime transit route only, with no lay-by 
facilities. And with the petro-chemical industry afloat and 
ashore - No Smoking!

Compensations
But there are compensations. No lock queues nor the 
associated lock-rage, for the shipping locks can hold over 
60 narrow boats at a time. And in the pounds you can go 
like hell, and no one will watch your wash. But bring plenty 
of cash - there was then a lock fee of £13.75 per lock and 
there are four of them. And if all of this has not given you 
that sinking feeling, then note the requirement that your 
insurance must cover you for removal of wreck.

However in August 1998, there was a ‘we may not pass 
this way again’ opportunity to enjoy the Manchester 

Ship Canal - raft-free of these onerous regulations. The local 
IWA had made it all plain sailing, taking care of the big fish, 
and producing a package tour, that made this canal briefly 
accessible to all. With their Rally at Salford Quays, the ship 
canal’s terminus in Manchester, the IWA organisers brilliantly 
arranged an inward and a homeward bound convoy along 
the ship canal, beginning or ending up at Ellsemere Port with 
the Chester Canal. For those on the inward bound convoy 
there had been the added attraction of a weave into the River 
Weaver on the way.

ABOVE: President’s official launch photograph taken 
in the Buckby Flight in 1909. At the helm is first Captian 
James Woodfiled in captain’s white corduroy trousers. 
(Friends of President)

LEFT: ‘In her Sunday boat woman’s dress’ Judy 
Spencer as a thoroughly modern tiller girl, phone-alone. 
Note the size of mobile phones in 1998. (Tim Coghlan)
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Special arrangements
With safety in numbers - ninety six narrow boats made the 
inward-bound voyage and twenty six the return - special 
arrangements were agreed with ship-canal authority. 
Our BW boat safety certificates sufficed for Certificates of 
Seaworthiness, no navigation lights were required, the £13.75 
lock fees were waived, and no one seemed too concerned 
about seeing our proof of insurance for removal of wrecks. 
However we were all required to be paired off and breasted up 
(two boats tied together). This provided for better stability if 
hit by heavy ships’ wash, which we were indeed to experience 
tidal waves of. And it also provided an instant spare engine 
to any boat incurring engine trouble - the other boat could 
carry on, that is unless the other boat was a butty which 
unfortunately only applied to our steam-driven selves. All of 
this seemed to work very well.

My cameo role was to join fellow Friends of President and 
its butty Kildare to crew those boats back from the rally to the 
Black Country Museum at Dudley, near Birmingham - or in 
my case as far as we could get in three days. The first of these 
would be on the great canal itself, which I had never ventured 
forth on before. To have the opportunity to cruise it at all was 
a treat enough. But to do it for the first time on an historic 
steam narrow boat - paired and breasted up and at full steam 
ahead for hour after hour - and in a convoy of 26 narrow boats, 
was the stuff that I had only expected to find in that great 
canal in the sky. When in the spring of 1998 I received my crew 
application form for the forthcoming season, and saw this trip, 
I returned it that very day. Such dramatic acts of efficiency are 
normally unknown in me.

“I just work here…”
The day before departure, and on the last day of the rally, I 
went north to Manchester by train. As we approached that city, 
every last ugly mile of it convinced me that I had been correct 
in my first impressions. Then I took a taxi on to the rally itself, 
and my driver, perhaps sensing my sentiments, held forth, “I 
don’t live in Manchester - I just work here. If I didn’t get paid, I 
wouldn’t be here!” (Faultless logic I thought.) ‘Down there,’ he 
said gesticulating with one hand, ‘the whole neighbourhood 
is run by Yardies. Over there it’s Triads, and everywhere its 
drugs. This dual carriageway is the big divide... If we were to 
break down here at night, I don’t think we would come out 
alive. It would just be a question of who got us first.’ “Where is 
Salford Quays? I dared to ask. “Oh, over there where them new 

INSET ABOVE: Vorsprung Durch Technik  One of three German land dredgers purchased for £2,000 each and used in the 
construction of the Manchester Ship Canal. These ran on rails with an inner railway for the trucks and could move up to 2,400 
cubic metres of spoil a day. But they could only work in certain favourable conditions, where the ground was soft. (Bonhams)
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big buildings are. When the docks closed it became really run 
down. But it’s all posh now.”

By now the IWA Rally signposts had petered out and were 
nowhere to be seen. So the Rally could not be far away. Over 
the years I had got used to that. The IWA seemed to have a 
penchant for holding its rallies near rough council estates. 
The directional signage gave the local yobs a new vandal-
challenge, as these were put up as high as possible. The driver 
looked puzzled. “I think it’s somewhere round here.” He stopped 
his car to get his bearings, when suddenly across the flat no-
man’s land of urban post-demolition/pre-redevelopment, I 
saw a puff of flamboyant steam that must have come from 
President. And then that shrill hoot of her whistle that still 
thrills, like the opening bars of Beethoven’s Fifth. “Thanks. I’ll be 
OK from here”, I said, and grabbing my kitbag, completed the 
journey on foot.

Exotic ale!
It was now mid afternoon, and the Rally was beginning to 
unwind. Just time to dash round and say hello to old friends, 
and enjoy a pint of exotic ale with the Canal & Rivers team. 
Then across two bridges to where President and her first lady 
Kildare lay on the new canal just outside the show. The boats 
looked magnificently presidential in their fine Fellows Morton 
& Clayton (FMC) colours of black, red and white - perhaps the 
most distinguished livery the canals ever produced. And many 
admiring glances were being given to them by the gatherings 
of gongoozelers, whose enquiries were attended to by various 
volunteers in their Number One dress.

The famous pair were now to be my home for three nights – 
at last I was to spend a night and indeed more onboard. I was 
joining six other canal steam enthusiasts. And there to greet 
me was Captain Ron resplendent in his FMC captain’s uniform 
including the traditional immaculate white corduroy trousers. 
And emerging from the galley in her Sunday boat woman’s 
dress, his wife Judy, the pair of whom I had met on my venture 
with President down the River Lee in 1996. (Another FMC 
tradition was the captain alone was allowed to bring his wife 
– with their occupying the butty. This echoed the sea-going 
merchant marine. But of course today female crew are most 
welcome on President!) It was great to be amongst old friends 
again.

ABOVE LEFT: Pulling your weight  Where conditions 
were not favourable for digging machinery, like heavy 
clay or rock, recourse was made to traditional manual 
labour. A navvy is seen here ascending a rope walk, 
the origin of the expression ‘pulling your weight’. 
(Manchester Ship Canal Archives)

BELOW: The Manchester Ship Canal in 1895 a year 
after its opening Trade is already booming. Note the 
square rigger looking back to a bygone era. (Copyright 
The Francis Firth Collection)
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ABOVE: Mode Wheel Locks. The IWA fleet of 26 narrow 
boats reunited and moored eight across the lock. (Bob 
Jervis)

LEFT: Passing a real ship in the Ship Canal.
(Tim Coghlan)

Captain’s briefing
That evening, after the last visitors to our boats had gone, 
we crossed the bar to the bar for a briefing from our good 
captain - he having come hot foot from the captains’ briefing. 
The problem was the first lock, which was a new lock that 
been put into the Salford Quays development to separate 
the cleaned Quays water from the contaminated muck that 
remained downstream. Depending on boat lengths, only 
between three and six narrow boats could go through at a time 
- small by the main Ship Canal standards. With 26 narrow boats 
to do this, and time being of the essence, it required some 
tight organising. Our time was 7.30am, which meant being 
underway by seven, which in turn meant getting the main 
crew up at six, and our seventy year old Dave the Stoker up at 

four to light the fire. Added to that, the weather forecast was 
lousy for the day, with the outlook continuing unsettled. We 
would need all our energies. A final pint of an exotic northern 
beer - and so to an early bunk-bed in the cloth-hold of Kildare.

Ships’ engineers, and stokers in particular, have always 
been regarded as a race apart, where a degree in madness 
is a positive asset. (Remember Johan on Das Boot?). Dave 
seemed to fit the part admirably. Born in 1928, he had seen 
active service in Iraq in the early 1950s when doing National 
Service, and now tall and lean, he was still fit as they come. 
You needed it to work hour after hour in those hot, dirty 
and cramped conditions, where it was essential to maintain 
the concentration of a Grand Prix driver. On President, the 
helmsman has no engine controls. They are with the stoker 
who is communicated to with by a series of coded bell rings 
to which he has immediately to respond. One ring, forward, 
two astern, and three stop! The exact speed required for 
movements fore or aft was indicated by shouting.

At four, on cue, Dave was up and slipped across to President. 
For health and safety reasons, no one was by then allowed to 
sleep in it anymore, for risk of asphyxiation from the boiler, 
despite no one every having yet done this on a steam narrow 
boat. A new fire had to be made each morning as the type of 
steam coal used required a high-fire temperature to combust, 
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which meant near-constant fuelling and riddling. Drop below 
the temperature and the fire went out, as it soon did when 
unattended at night. And rebuilding that temperature next 
day was an art in itself, with the secret ingredients of patience 
and practice. The perk of the trade were brewing up at any 
time on the boiler, once things were under way.

Manchester rain
Once up at six, I looked under the flap to see the dismal grey 
Manchester rain. I had heard it for some time on the canvas 
slope inches above my head. Captain Ron, who hailed from 
these parts was full of good cheer, ‘Rain by seven, clear by 
eleven! That’s what we say round here.’ I didn’t believe him 
and cursed my lack of proper wet-weather gear. On President 
my yellow ocean going oil skins would simply not have 
looked the part, and what I had brought instead would not 
keep me dry for long. Fortunately, Captain Ron was to be 
proved right.

I and Richard - an ex army squaddie, who found the 
sleeping accommodation of Kildare not dissimilar to the 
emergency army barracks he had experienced on Belfast’s 
Falls Road - were assigned to help refill President’s coal hopper 
in the rain. Eleven bags of coal - each half a hundred weight 
- had to be moved, lifted up, broken open and poured down 
the roof hatch and into the hopper forward of the boiler. 
All this coal, which would keep me going for a few weeks at 

ABOVE: The IWA fleet breasted up and heading for 
Barton Locks. (Bob Jervis)

BELOW LEFT: Barton Swing Aqueduct (right) 
with the swing road bridge (left) c. 1955. This double 
structure remains one of the great wonders of Victorian 
engineering. The aqueduct carries the Bridgewater Canal 
over the Ship Canal and is 234 ft long with a total weight 
of 1,500 tons. (Copyright The Francis Firth Collection)

BELOW: Passing under Barton Swing Aqueduct. The 
scene is little changed from Victorian times. (Bob Jervis)

home, would be consumed by that afternoon. During the day, 
the process was repeated where possible in locks, or otherwise 
in a balancing act as you went along. And that was not the 
end of it. The remaining coal in the hold had to be moved in a 
general motion towards the front and amidships, so the boat 
was properly balanced, and the engine draught maintained. 
And once inside the engine room, that coal had to be hand-
shovelled every ten minutes or so from the base of the hopper 
into the inferno of the boiler in temperatures that made the 
tropics seem cool.
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In our next issue Tim Coghlan continues his story of 
his involvement with the Friends of President with the 
completion of his voyage down the Manchester Ship Canal.

TOP: Waiting for 
Barton Locks to 
empty. Captain Ron 
Spencer at the helm 
with author Tim 
Coghlan (right). 
(Tim Coghlan)

BOTTOM LEFT: 
Leaving Barton 
Locks. (Bob Jervis)

LEFT: Passing 
through Stockton 
Heath. (Bob Jervis)

Half a bag a mile
By the end of the day’s run, the boiler had consumed something 
like fifteen bags - roughly half a bag a mile, and our boats were 
not carrying cargo. The stoker blamed the new coal as being 
of doubtful quality for this excessive consumption. However 
we were also going full steam ahead, achieving speeds we 
would not see on the canals, and consuming coal accordingly. 
In the old days on a standard round Midlands to London coal 
run of around 200 miles, two of the modest twelve tons of coal 
carried on a steamer would be burned up simply moving the 
boat. The steamer could of course tow a number of butties each 
carrying 25 tons, which was fine in the long pounds. But this 
was a nightmare in the lock flight, especially the narrow ones. 
No wonder Fellows Morton & Clayton abandoned steam as 
soon as diesel engines became available – in President’s case in 
1925 with a 15 Horse Power Bolinder diesel engine. This nearly 
doubled its coal carrying capacity as well as reducing manning 
levels. 

By seven o clock, activity around the boat reached a 
crescendo and we were at last underway. We went out into 
the basin of Salford Quays to turn the boats to head back up 
the new canal. Besides the surviving dock walls, we seemed 
the only thing actually old in these once famous docks, where 
in former times you could have boarded a passenger steamer 
going non-stop to America. The docks now looked little more 
than a large water feature in a modern business park. There 
was even a fountain to aerate the once contaminated water in 
hopes of encouraging the return of aquatic life that probable 

never existed here. Early business-getters were arriving at 
the modern tinted glass fronted offices, where once the 
warehouses had stood. Momentarily people glanced at us in 
disbelief, as narrow boat and butty made a gallant pas de deux 
turn, before blowing a whistle and belching a bellyful of steam, 
before heading up the new canal.

Running late
We arrived at the ‘narrow’ new Welland Lock on time at 7. 30. 
But already the schedule was running late. Boats were stacking 
up, and that Manchester rain was coming down, and tempers 
were beginning to fray. To keep things moving, boats already 
breasted up, had to be un-breasted to make up the odd 
numbers and lengths in the lock. On President this is something 
of an art form done in seconds. But other boats were tied up 
in hideous knots. Our man from the local IWA who was I.C. 
LOCKS tried to calm things down. “Whoever gets through first, 
doesn’t matter. You will all go through the next lock together 
regardless of when you get through these!” It made me then 
think of the forthcoming day’s Manchester Ship Canal locks as 
great levellers, rather like life itself - a thought indeed to pass 
on to our local parson, who was always looking for a new angle 
on the great union in death.

Then at last it was our turn, and we were through the lock 
and on our way into great open water out amongst the first of 
the ships. One ting on the bell lever down to the engine room, 
then a belch of steam and a loud whistle, and it was full speed 
ahead for the three quarter mile dash to Mode Wheel Locks! 


